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THE MISCONCEPTION OF ONLINE

COMMENT THREADS

Content and control on local newspaper

websites

Lily Canter

Web 2.0 has opened the gates to journalism for online audiences which increasingly participate in

the production, dissemination and response processes of news. Comment threads in particular

have grown exponentially in recent years as readers have embraced the opportunity to bypass the

Letters’ Editor and publish their opinions directly to a newspaper website. This rise in participatory

journalism has led to new challenges for journalists as they have strived to negotiate the often

murky waters of user-generated content. To date, research in this field has been mostly limited to

national and international news websites despite local news providers having a close connection

and engagement with their communities. This paper therefore seeks to fill this gap partially by

analysing the content of comment threads on two British local newspaper websites via a content

analysis, while also exploring the experiences of journalists via news room observation and

interviews. A contradictory picture emerges whereby journalists accept with some reluctance that

comment threads possess a democratic function but one which is potentially damaging to the

brand as well as resource intensive. This is juxtaposed by more positive findings that reveal

buoyant levels of interactivity between readers in comment threads together with a thirst for

engagement in public affairs.

KEYWORDS comment threads; gatekeeping; interaction; moderation; participation; user-

generated content

Introduction

The process of participating in the production of news has historically been a slow

one for readers, with several gatekeepers stationed along the way (White 1950). Sending a

letter in the post meant taking time to put pen to paper, finding an envelope, buying a

stamp and walking to the post box. There was also no guarantee that the letter would ever

make it into the printed newspaper because it could be spiked by journalists. With the

arrival of the internet, email made the process almost instantaneous once the send button

had been clicked, but it still did not bypass the gatekeeping process and could just as

easily be spiked as a letter. However, Web 2.0 introduced the potential to change this

process by enabling readers to publish directly to the Web and in many cases upload

comments and even photographs and stories to newspaper websites without moderation.

With the use of mobile digital technology this can now happen in real time, anywhere in

the world.
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Comment Participation

Some scholars argue that these technological advances have enabled and

encouraged an increasingly active audience (Lewis 2011; Reich 2011; Jenkins 2008) and

furthermore audiences expect to be able to participate (Jenkins 2008; Deuze 2006; Rosen

2006; Bowman and Willis 2003). This is reflected in the rise in popularity of participatory

forums online such as comments on news stories, social media networks and user-

generated content (Heinonen 2011; Greer and Yan 2010) where Reich (2011) claims an

unprecedented number of people now want to be heard. Furthermore, research indicates

that comments are the most popular form of participatory journalism both in the UK and

internationally (Reich 2011; Hermida and Thurman 2008; Örnebring 2008).

The nature of this type of comment participation is varied and some studies suggest

that readers are mostly interested in discussing matters of personal interest or making

abusive comments (Singer 2009). However, there is limited empirical research in this field

and, as Trice acknowledges, ‘‘little work has occurred that examines how people use these

comment fields on new sites’’ (2010, 3). Therefore, a useful model for measuring comment

participation is the Theory of the Interlocking Public developed by Kovach and Rosenstiel

which reasons that people engage in varying levels of participation depending on the

issue at stake. They argue that ‘‘the notion that people are simply ignorant, or that other

people are interested in everything, is a myth’’ (2007, 24). This is supported by Gillmor

(2006) who concludes that although the masses may not care about all the issues,

individuals care about some of them. Evidence is also beginning to emerge which

suggests that there is a relationship between public affairs stories and readers’ likelihood

to participate in the news (Thurman and Walters 2012; Shoemaker, Seo, and Johnson

2008).

Despite a growing field of scholarship heralding the potential of Web 2.0 to

empower and engage citizens (Gillmor 2006; Bowman and Willis 2003), existing studies

suggest that most journalists are striving to maintain editorial control online (Deuze 2006)

and user-generated content is tailored, filtered and moderated to suit their own needs

(Hermida and Thurman 2008). Furthermore, the participation process often involves

readers taking part but very little interaction in return from journalists, thus continuing the

traditional one-way communication model (Chung 2007; Broersma and Graham 2011;

Hermida et al. 2011).

Journalists may be willing to let readers respond to, and interact with, already

produced material but they are less willing to give them any real influence over the news

process by engaging or collaborating. And when participation does take place it happens

largely within the controlled walls of traditional mainstream media (Deuze 2006),

appearing on newspaper websites as moderated content in forums, comment boxes or

user-generated content identified areas rather than merging seamlessly with the

professional content.

Research to date has focused on the comment threads of national and international

news websites (Reich 2011; Trice 2010; Hermida and Thurman 2007), with local

newspapers being all but overlooked. Yet local newspapers and their websites hold

significance for readers as they have a ‘‘closer connection to community’’ than their

national counterparts (Aldridge 2007, 57), making them ‘‘well poised to connect with their

communities as technology and media use patterns evolve’’ (Greer and Yan 2010). They

also hold significance for audiences as they are where journalism gives ‘‘answers to

questions of direct and immediate concern to readers’’ (Freer 2007, 89), yet as Singer
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(2009) argues, local journalists are a relatively understudied group despite their

traditionally close proximity to their communities.

This paper therefore seeks to explore the nature of comment threads on local British

newspaper websites and the subsequent impact on the role of journalists as traditional

gatekeepers in order to add much needed empirical data to this evolving field of research.

It also seeks to examine how journalists are adapting their roles and practices to meet the

challenges brought about by an influx of reader participation in the form of comment

threads, in particular, how to moderate and control this content.

Methods

This research forms part of a larger case study focusing on audience participation at

two British local newspapers*the Leicester Mercury and the Bournemouth Daily Echo. To

explore the nature of comment threads at the two newspaper websites, a content analysis

with a unique coding system was designed.

The content analysis included the capture of 1169 comments between the two case

study websites, thisisleicestershire.co.uk and bournemouthecho.co.uk. The top five most

commented upon stories and their corresponding comments were captured each day

over a 10-day period in October and November 2010. These coding units were then coded

into five categories. Each comment was only coded once, using a dominant category

coding system. The five categories were Post (comment that has no relevance to the

article), Content Interaction (comment that refers to the article), Poster Interaction

(comment that refers to another user), Newspaper Interaction (comment including

interaction from or with the website host/journalist) and Advanced Content Interaction

(comment including additional information).

The content analysis involved the coding of 430 comments on the Leicester Mercury

website and 730 comments on the Bournemouth Daily Echo. The sample was taken for the

same timeframe at both websites therefore the amount of comments indicate that readers

are more active in commenting on bournemouthecho.co.uk. It should be reiterated that

the sample only included the top five most commented stories and therefore there were

more actual comments within the timeframe than were captured.

The second part of the study which examined the impact of comment threads on

the role of journalists as gatekeepers used qualitative methods of interviews with

journalists and news room observation. Prior to the interviews at each of the case study

sites, the researcher spent a week observing the news room and editorial staff. This

enabled the researcher to identify appropriate strategic journalists to interview (such as

the website editor), who then recommended other journalists to interview.

All but three of the interviews were conducted face-to-face in a private room within

the newspaper offices. Two interviews at the Bournemouth Daily Echo were conducted on

the telephone because the journalists involved were working from a different location. In

total, 19 journalist interviews were conducted at the Leicester Mercury and 18 journalist

interviews were conducted at the Bournemouth Daily Echo during October 2010 and

January 2011. At both newspapers the interviews included editorial employees from the

editor to trainee reporters and incorporated all editorial departments including news, web,

business, sport, features, photographic and subbing. Journalists who wanted to remain

anonymous were given a code. These are indicated in this paper as a letter followed by a
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number. L represents Leicester Mercury employees and B represents Bournemouth Daily

Echo staff. Journalists who were willing to be identified are indicated via their name and

job title.

Findings

Results from the content analysis and interviews indicated that a gap existed

between the actual content of comments and what journalists’ perceived comments

contained. However, this could partially be explained by a number of structural and

cultural factors including ambiguous comment moderation policies and a subjective

notion of what makes a comment useful or valuable, as will now be explored.

Opinion and Conversation

The results appeared to suggest that readers generally engaged in commenting

activity for two main purposes. The dominant purpose was a desire to express a personal

opinion on the subject matter of the story. However, the second most popular purpose

was a desire to interact with other readers.

Furthermore, despite claims from some journalists during their interviews that

reader comments tended to digress from the subject matter, most comments in the

samples were relevant to the story and only a small amount, around 10 per cent at both of

the case study sites, were deemed to have no relevance. These included jokes, which

although related to the story were not an expression of opinion, interaction or providing

additional information. Lighter, quirky stories tended to provoke a lot of comments with a

high percentage of jokes. These were coded as a Post as they were not a direct comment on

the story but a joke for the sake of entertainment. For example, thisisleicestershire.co.uk

published a story on 7 October 2010 with the headline ‘Leicestershire Woman Sues Asda

over Frog in her Bottle of Wine’. This received 51 comments of which 24 (almost 50 per

cent) were coded as Posts due to their irreverent nature. These included: ‘‘She’s hopping

mad!’’, ‘‘A bottle of beer would have made it hoppy’’ and ‘‘Asda staff thought she was a

right muppet’’.

Similarly, on 16 November 2010, bournemouthecho.co.uk published a story with the

headline ‘Outcry as Reindeer Steaks Go on Sale at Lidl Supermarkets in Bournemouth and

Poole’. This received 70 comments of which 21 (30 per cent) were coded as Posts. These

included: ‘‘I’m looking forward to a Donna donner’’, ‘‘Haha Blitzin shnitzle!’’ and ‘‘A Lidl of

what you know does you good’’.

Humorous comments were the most frequent types within the Post category but

there was also a range of other types of comments that were not directly related to the

content. The sample at both case study sites included comments from users to correct

their previous comments. This was due to the restricted functionality of the comment

threads which did not allow users to edit their own comments. Users also occasionally

used the comments to correct or comment upon one another’s grammar and spelling.

Although these comments often included interaction amongst readers they did not

directly relate to the content of the story and were therefore classed as Post rather than

Poster Interaction.

However, some of the comments classified as Post were not as benign as the above

examples. Some readers did use the comment thread to abuse one another or make snide
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remarks directed at other users. However, this was not as frequent as journalists

suggested. It was noticeable, however, that there were more abusive comments on the

sample threads of the Bournemouth Daily Echo and they were also more extreme than

those on the Leicester Mercury. For example, a comment from a thisisleicestershire.co.uk

reader read: ‘‘@MrLeicester your response reflect a man of high calibre!!! Don’t give up

your day job’’ (MrsLeicester, comment, October 2010). Compared to a commenter on

bournemouthecho.co.uk who wrote: ‘‘Sorry dickhe@d, no I didn’t read your earlier

comment, so I will apologise for the comment about injured players. I stand by my

comment about your NOT being a supporter’’ (BackOfTheNet, comment, November 2010).

As Figure 1 indicates, Content Interaction was the largest category at both case

study sites, at around 50 per cent, followed by Poster Interaction at 34 per cent.

Newspaper Interaction was virtually non-existent at 1 per cent and Advanced Content

Interaction was also a minor category at around 3 per cent. These results indicate that

readers firstly use comments as an expression of opinion and secondly as a means of

interacting with other readers.

Most of the comment threads on each of the stories had a mixture of Content

Interaction and Poster Interaction although lighter, quirkier stories tended to provoke a

higher percentage of humorous comments, classified as a Post, as discussed above.

However, it was evident at both case study sites that Content Interaction and Poster

Interaction went hand in hand. The more Content Interaction comments, the more likely

there was to be Poster Interaction. Indeed on stories that attracted a high number of

comments there was also Advanced Content Interaction and evidence of rigorous

democratic debate, beyond simple expression of opinion or social interaction.

A topic that provoked such a response at both case study sites was the issue of

cycling on pavements. A story with the headline ‘Leicester Cyclists Warned to Stay off the

Pavement or Face £30 Fine’ published on thisisleicestershire.co.uk on 12 October 2010

received 28 comments. Meanwhile, a story with the headline ‘Mum’s Anger as Cyclist

Blames Toddler for Accident’ that featured a three-year-old boy who was knocked over by

FIGURE 1

Percentages for each comment coding category
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a cyclist riding on the pavement, was published on bournemouthecho.co.uk on Wednes-

day 17 November 2010. This story elicited 71 comments.

The Leicester Mercury website story contained 64 per cent Content Interaction,

25 per cent Poster Interaction and 11 per cent Advanced Content Interaction. Although

the story had lower than average Poster Interaction, it had higher than average Advanced

Content Interaction, illustrating that users were bringing forward new information and

adding further evidence to the debate. The Content Interaction included a mixture of brief

remarks: ‘‘When the police turn a blind eye to law-breaking, they commit a dereliction of

duty and encourage vigilantism’’ (M Sinker, comment, November 2010), and much longer

and more complex opinions up to 300 words in length.

The Poster Interaction involved seven comments but was between 10 different

users, as posters kept cross-referencing each other and some interacted with more than

one person in a comment, for example:

hope that this action is just a pilot, and will be extended to the rest of the city in due

course. @Graham: I sympathise*I too have had several near misses. Many of these

cyclists are clearly drunk or drugged up. @Watts @Shaw: if the roads are too dangerous

for you, get off and push! (Robbo the Yobbo, comment, October 2010)

The comments also included Advanced Content Interaction which linked to other

websites and/or referred to legislation such as Section 72 of the Highway Act 1835,

amended by Section 85(1) of the Local Government Act 1888.

Unlike the Bournemouth Daily Echo story discussed below, the Leicester Mercury

journalists did not get involved in the comment thread of the cycling story. In the entire

sample of 430 comments there were only five comments coded as Newspaper Interaction.

The newspaper journalists rarely commented and unsurprisingly readers failed to direct

comments towards the newspaper or journalists. The only time Newspaper Interaction

appeared was when the web editor wanted to inform readers of a correction: ‘‘The link

given is not correct, for rules and details leave off the.uk and use www.cpre.org’’ (ED,

comment, October 2010).

By comparison, there was more Newspaper Interaction in the Bournemouth Daily

Echo cycling story but in the overall sample this category only made up 1 per cent of all

comments, the same as the Leicester Mercury. On the day the cycling story was posted on

bournemouthecho.co.uk, it appears the digital project co-ordinator Sam Shepherd was

keeping a close eye on the comment thread and intervening to respond to criticisms

towards the newspaper. Overall the comments on this story were maintained as a lively

debate amongst the readers with 43 per cent Content Interaction and 42 per cent Poster

interaction. The interaction was therefore much higher than the similar story at the Leicester

Mercury website. This may have been due to there being three times as many comments on

the bournemouthecho.co.uk story than on the thisisleicestershire.co.uk story, meaning

there was more opportunity for readers to engage with one another and for the debate to

develop. This reflected the general trend of bournemouthecho.co.uk threads which tended

to be more than four times longer than thisisleicestershire.co.uk threads. Again the Content

Interaction in this comment thread was both simple and complex.

The Advanced Content Interaction was also higher than the average on the cycling

story, at 11 per cent (average 1 per cent) which was similar to the Leicester Mercury

website. This would indicate that the more complex and interactive a thread the more

likely it is to contain additional information not available in the story.
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Same People, Different Story?

A common misconception portrayed by journalists at both case study sites,

particularly the Leicester Mercury, during the interviews was that the same people

commented on stories all of the time. One reporter said: ‘‘It is a group of about 12 or 15

people who are always the same people commenting on the stories whatever it is, like

armchair experts’’ (L1, interview, October 2010). Similarly, another trainee reporter said,

‘‘the commenters on the website are like 15 people, they might comment thousands of

times, but when you look it is the same people’’ (L4, interview, October 2010) and a third

reporter re-emphasised the point again, ‘‘A lot of the time you get the same names

cropping up’’ (L18, interview, October 2010). Yet evidence from the content analysis did

not support this perception. At the Leicester Mercury the 10-day sample included 430

comments from 159 users. The average amount of comments per person was therefore

three comments over 10 days. At the Bournemouth Daily Echo the picture was the same

with 730 comments from 247 users, resulting in an average of three comments each over

10 days. In broad terms this would indicate that it is not the same ‘‘15 people’’

commenting over and over again and in fact different people comment on different

stories, depending on their interests, giving further support to the Interlocking Public

theory (Kovach and Rosenstiel 2007).

Although the overall coding results were incredibly similar at the two case study

sites, there were differences between the comments, which further analysis revealed. The

comment threads on bournemouthecho.co.uk were considerably longer both in terms of

number of comments overall and length of individual comments. Over the 10-day sample

timeframe the 730 comments were placed on just 15 stories*nine news and six sports.

The average number of comments per story was 49. The number of comments on a story

meant there was a mixture of people getting involved, a range of opinions being

expressed, a good level of interaction and a move towards real democratic debate. Indeed

the sample only included the top five most commented stories and there were dozens of

other stories that also received a high number of comments within the timeframe so the

content analysis only revealed a proportion of the stories actually commented on over the

10 days.

By comparison, on the thisisleicestershire.co.uk website during the sample time-

frame there were 430 comments on 40 stories, an average of just 11 comments per story.

This showed that the comments were spread amongst a greater number of stories giving

less opportunity for real debate or a diversity of opinion on one particular subject. There

were also far fewer people taking part, with a total of 159 usernames compared to 247

usernames at bournemouthecho.co.uk. Another point of difference was that the top five

most commented stories on thisisleicestershire.co.uk were divided between 23 news

stories, 15 letters and two sports stories. The reason why comments on sports stories may

have been significantly lower was probably due to active sports forums which existed

elsewhere on the internet and pre-dated the thisisleicestershire.co.uk comment threads

such as the Leicester Tiger’s official website forum. By contrast, at the Bournemouth Daily

Echo one of the sports reporters boasted that they were stealing commenters away from

the competition and said: ‘‘I am convinced we have taken away a lot of the traffic from

that website . . .We are getting up to 100 now and then, and theirs are 10 or 15, so we are

taking away from them’’ (B12, interview, January 2011).
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Moderation Policy

In order to comment on either of the newspaper websites, users had to register their

details first including a username and valid email address. They also had to agree to abide

by the house rules otherwise they risked being banned from commenting. The username

could be anything they chose and did not have to reveal their identity. The house rules at

both case study sites not only included no libel but also no offensive content. The

newspapers therefore took a legal and moral stance on what material was permitted,

taking the view that ‘‘if people are being abused by comments then you have got a moral

position to take’’ (L8, interview, October 2010). Furthermore, both websites made it clear

that they were not liable for any of the content posted by users.

The moderation of comments was operated in the same way at both case study

websites and appeared to replicate the policy of the local newspaper industry as a whole.

It also reflected the emerging legal consensus identified in the international research of

Singer that news organisations which post-moderate*that is, enable comments to be

published without prior review*are ‘‘not legally responsible for the content of those

contributions the moment they appear’’ (2011, 124). However, the news organisations

have a legal responsibility to respond to post-publication concerns raised by users and

failure to do so within a reasonable amount of time could result in legal liability. The two

case study websites in this study operated the same system which was effectively a

reactive one rather than a moderated one. The official policy was that the newspaper

companies did not moderate comments, however, they would respond to complaints

from users about comments. On each website there was an option for readers to press a

button on any comment saying ‘Report abuse’ or ‘Report this post’. Once a comment had

been reported, a member of the editorial team would review the reported comment and

decide whether or not to remove it. In this respect, the solution to problematic comments

was ‘‘collaborative moderation’’ (Reich 2011, 109), handing responsibility and involvement

to both readers and journalists.

At the Bournemouth Daily Echo the decision to remove a post or not was taken by

the web team or the news desk or out of hours by the duty reporter. At the Leicester

Mercury the decision was made by the web team in Derby taking the decision out of the

hands of Leicester editorial staff, although they could communicate their wishes to the

Derby team. This system of non-moderation (sometimes referred to as post-moderation or

reactive moderation) varies from other forms which include moderating each comment

before allowing it to be posted online or having a system where a comment is

automatically removed when a user reports abuse rather than a journalist deciding

whether it should be removed or not.

The two case study sites had a second step of intervention if a user consistently

broke the house rules. Users could be sent a warning via email and could ultimately be

banned from making comments if the newspaper deemed this necessary. However, this

did not stop users from creating a new username under a different email address. The

decision to warn or ban users was another judgement call and was made by the relevant

web teams. There were no set rules or procedures to follow in order to decide whether to

ban a user or not and it could be an arbitrary process.

It varies from case to case, swearing or people making statements that are inaccurate,

defamatory statements, anything in that area you would consider banning the person

and you would give them a warning depending on the severity of what they have said,
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but anything that is like spats online, depending on who the perpetrator is and how

many people they are upsetting, sometimes it can just be better to ban them. (B6,

interview, January 2011)

The web team could also decide to turn off all comments underneath a story or not

allow comments on a story in the first place. One of the frustrations of the non-moderation

system highlighted by the Bournemouth Daily Echo digital projects co-ordinator was the

lack of a measured approach towards comments. Without active moderation it was

difficult to intervene at an early stage before comments became too extreme and

subsequently what tended to happen was a whole comment thread was switched off

following a series of complaints from users.

Challenges of Non-moderation

Although non-moderation at both case study websites was viewed as the best

policy in terms of managing resources and legal liability, it did create a series of other

problems. Through the interviews and observation the researcher identified three key

challenges that the non-moderation system generated. These were the posting of abusive

comments, the posting of defamatory comments and brand damage caused by

comments. Similar concerns were raised by Reich (2011) in an international study, which

saw journalists identify defamation, incitement, abuse, racism and hate speech as

problematic aspects of post-moderated comment threads. In turn, this poor quality

content was seen as having a negative commercial effect that damaged the organisation’s

reputation. Further problems identified by journalists at the two case study sites in

this study were the inaccuracy of comments, the unrepresentative nature of comments

and the lack of two-way interaction between readers and journalists on the comment

threads.

Abusive comments were the number one concern of journalists interviewed at both

case study sites. Despite the house rules stating that users should not post offensive or

threatening comments, some users did not stick to these rules. Journalists were concerned

that readers were offensive and abusive to one another but they were unable to remove

these comments unless someone complained as this would be moderation and therefore

legally unsafe. One Bournemouth Daily Echo reporter (B2, interview, January 2011)

commented that ‘‘you get an awful lot of abuse and really puerile point scoring’’, whilst a

football correspondent (L16, interview, October 2010) at the Leicester Mercury referred to

‘‘keyboard assassins’’ who tried to ‘‘stir up a bit of trouble’’. Furthermore, the politics

correspondent (David MacLean, interview, October 2010) at the Leicester Mercury felt that

comments on their stories turned into ‘‘political tribal slanging matches’’.

Another concern was that users were sometimes abusive to the subjects of stories

which could damage relationship with contacts and prevent them from speaking to

journalists in the future. One reporter at the Bournemouth Daily Echo (B10, interview,

January 2011) was particularly angry about how their contacts had been attacked in a

comment thread: ‘‘People say they wish they hadn’t spoken to the paper or they won’t

speak to them again because of the abuse they get on the website.’’

The third area of abusive comments was users attacking journalists via the comment

threads. A sports reporter at the Bournemouth Daily Echo (B12, interview, January 2011)

said:
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I am flabbergasted that sometimes they are allowed to post derogatory comments about us,

so we are almost giving people a platform to attack us which seems curious to say the least.

However, all the journalists that raised this as a concern accepted that this was part

of the job and it was better to have ‘‘people talking about you than not talking about you’’

(B12, interview, January 2011) and that ‘‘if you live by the sword, you are paid to put your

thoughts into print then you have to accept it if people have a go back however awkward

that might be, you take that on the chin’’ (L7, interview, October 2010).

Although abusive comments were the number one concern of journalists, the

content analysis discussed above revealed that they were relatively small in number. This

may indicate that the extreme but rare examples have more salience in the minds of

journalists because of the professional values they strive to uphold at all times, including

objectivity and ethics (Deuze 2005). It is perhaps not surprising then that journalists are

uncomfortable with any number of abusive comments. However, the results may also

suggest that the report abuse system works effectively and most of the abusive comments

had been removed from the sample of captured comments.

Even though both newspaper websites made it clear that they were not liable for

any of the content posted on their website by users and they did not moderate the

content, there was still a large concern amongst journalists that comments could be

libellous and defamatory. There was an anxiety that the newspaper company could be

potentially sued for defamatory comments and the law was unclear as no precedent had

yet been set. As the web editor of the Leicester Mercury (Angela Bewick, interview, October

2010) expressed: ‘‘We are part of a big organisation so you are vulnerable to in the end

someone coming round to saying we are suing you for that.’’

The impact of abusive comments and potential defamatory remarks leads to the

third area of concern, that of damage to the newspaper and its website as a brand. This

was a particular worry for the newspaper editors at both case study sites but was also

mentioned by some reporters.

I think that if you’re a publisher, which we are, then you have to worry about brand and

stuff like that, and I’m not sure that some of that [comments] isn’t damaging to our

brand. (Keith Perch, interview, October 2010)

It can have a detrimental effect on your brand, if people are saying the Daily Echo website

is full of hateful, bilious horrible people, just basically spewing bile over other people,

then that impacts on us, it reflects badly on us . . .We lose control of how we present

ourselves as a brand. (Neal Butterworth, interview, January 2011)

Abusive comments, defamation and brand damage were the three key problematic

factors related to non-moderation but journalists also raised other secondary concerns.

One issue was the accuracy of claims made in comments and the public ‘‘thinking they are

becoming more informed when actually they are becoming less informed’’ (B1, interview,

January 2011).

There was also a question over the representativeness of comments and whether it

was appropriate to use comments in a follow-up story if the newspaper was implying they

represented readers as a whole. The digital projects co-ordinator at the Bournemouth

Daily Echo (Sam Shepherd, interview, January 2011) said there was a danger sometimes of

‘‘pandering to the agenda of a vocal few’’ and the head of multimedia and content (Andy

Martin, interview, January 2011) claimed that they sometimes ‘‘gave too much credence to
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online opinion thinking that it represents a fair snapshot of people across the area and a

valid opinion rather than representing the opinion of a handful of our online audience’’.

One of the major shortfalls of the non-moderation system was that because of the

legal reasons discussed above, journalists were not able to join the conversation and

interact with readers via the comment threads. And even if they were legally safe to

respond, senior editorial staff indicated that their staff did not have time to interact with

readers online. One senior member of staff (B15, interview, January 2011) at the

Bournemouth Daily Echo explained:

In an ideal world, yes it is desirable because you are engaging totally with your audience

and you can say why did you do this and you can say we did it for this reason and there is

also defending the paper and the integrity of the paper and everything else, so that

would be ideal but we don’t live in an ideal world and that would require more staff,

more people and more time to deal with that and ultimately we have to decide how best

to use the journalists and that is obviously to write stories.

This lack of two-way interaction between readers and journalists was identified by

the editor of the Leicester Mercury (Keith Perch, interview, October 2010) who admitted

that the comment threads did not work well ‘‘because the comments are one way, there is

no interaction, we don’t treat them as a conversation, we just get people to say what they

want on there’’.

A Question of Moderation

Although both newspaper organisations followed the same non-moderation policy

in relation to comments on their websites, it was evident from the interviews that

inconsistency in approach and attitudes towards moderation still remained. This was again

due to organisational restrictions and lack of communication. It was unclear whether

journalists were permitted to read the comments at all or whether they simply were not

allowed to respond to them, or remove them without a complaint being made first. The

legal advice appeared to be that moderation meant liability and therefore journalists

should not read any of the comments as this could be deemed as moderation. However, in

practice, journalists read the comments and indeed used them in follow-up stories in the

newspaper or printed a selection of them in the newspaper Letters Page. The digital

projects co-ordinator at the Bournemouth Daily Echo admitted that she kept a close eye

on the comments and would respond to people to correct their comment, answer a

question or give further explanation. However, it was unclear whether this was legally

appropriate or not. There was also much confusion about how to respond to complaints

about comments and how to decide whether to a remove a comment or not, or indeed

whether a whole comment thread should be shut down. Similarly, at the Leicester Mercury

there was no clear policy on what should be deemed freedom of speech and what should

be deemed offensive material and therefore removed. Some journalists felt that the

newspaper website should not be too quick to remove comments, ban users or close

down comment threads, as the head of multimedia and content (Andy Martin, interview,

January 2011) at the Bournemouth Daily Echo reasoned:

I get as frustrated as anybody that you get people on there who look childish, stupid or

offensive but I think, unless they are personally very, very offensive to an individual or

they are racist or homophobic, yeah fine ban them. That’s an abuse of free speech, but
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otherwise the policing I almost feel that people should, that argument should be had

online between the people having the argument as opposed to us banning people left,

right and centre and stopping them commenting.

Although neither website moderated comments, there remained a view that the

comment thread was ‘‘not a free for all’’ (L13, interview, October 2010) and there was still

‘‘a certain amount of arbitration’’ (L13, interview, October 2010). Senior editorial staff

found it difficult to hand over control to their readers and still wanted to act as

gatekeepers with regards to comments. This was particularly apparent on specific stories

where no comments were allowed at all. Both newspaper websites closed comments on

court stories due to legal issues such as contempt of court or identification, however, there

were other stories where the decision was made not to allow comments simply due to the

potential risk of abusive comments. The result of these inconsistencies was a rather

confused policy on whether comments were moderated or not and a heavy-handed

approach to blocking comments.

Discussion

The findings of this paper illustrate that organisational structures in British local

newspapers are restricting reader participation and limiting interaction to reader-to-reader

communication rather than creating interaction back and forth between journalists and

readers. The one clear area of consistency between the content analysis and interviews

with journalists was that there was very little newspaper or journalist interaction on the

comment threads, and almost all the exchange was between readers. The traditional

communication model indicated by Broersma and Graham (2011), Hermida et al. (2011)

and Chung (2007) continues to prevail within local newspaper website comment threads,

reflecting a number of organisational constraints such as legal restrictions, lack of

resources and lack of direction from senior editorial figures.

However, the nature of participation on comment threads is an interactive one,

albeit between readers, rather than being between readers and journalists. The content

analysis revealed that there was a fairly high level of interaction*a third of all

comments*and this rose to 50 per cent on some subject matters. Readers firstly used

the comments to express opinion and secondly to interact with others. Trice found similar

results in his examination of American news websites, concluding that some level of

dialogue was occurring and that comment spaces were ‘‘clearly active and interactive’’

(2010, 15). The extent to which this participation and interaction leads to true deliberation

is difficult to judge but there is evidence in this study to suggest that the longer a

comment thread, the more likely it is to contain vibrant democratic debate with counter

arguments, interaction between multiple users and the presentation of additional

information as well as opinion.

Similarly, Trice’s research noted that comment threads contained a substantial word

count, multiple ideas, active discussion, and attempts at citing sources, but they did not

appear to ‘‘reach the level of deliberation’’ (2010, 15). However, research by Reich suggests

that journalists in the United States and United Kingdom believe that comments do

contribute to public discourse and they are likely to portray comments as ‘‘accomplishing

deliberative aims, particularly engaging the audience in discussion of public issues’’ (2011,

102). Therefore, it could be argued that the combination of these results indicates that the
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democratic debate envisioned by Gillmor (2006) and Bowman and Willis (2003) is in view

but the organisational restrictions put upon journalists limit the harnessing of this content.

A level of deliberation is occurring in comment threads but, as Goode (2009) expresses,

peer-to-peer horizontal conversation is not enough.

A large part of this problem appears to be the confusion surrounding the

moderation or non-moderation of comments and the potential legal implications. At

both case study sites there were no clear guidelines for editorial staff on the removal of

comments that received complaints, the closure of comment threads or on the banning of

users. Instead an ad hoc, subjective approach was taken which often varied between

different members of staff. As Reich (2011) found, the strategy for gatekeeping comments

has shifted from exclusion as a default to inclusion as a default and comments are only

removed if they violate the rules rather than because they are not worthy of publishing.

However, the larger national and international news organisations of Reich’s (2011) study

did have strategies to manage comments set at an organisational level, something which

was either lacking, or not transparent, at the two local newspapers in this study. If the web

team or editor did have a clear policy on the handling of comments, this was not

communicated to staff or indeed to readers. This seems to reflect Robinson’s conclusion

that there is a ‘‘grand confusion in the industry about who has ultimate textual privilege

and the role that audiences should play in online news sites’’ (2010, 126).

But organisational restrictions were not the only factors at play. Differences between

the content analysis and interviews revealed that journalists’ perceptions of comments did

not accurately reflect the reality. The view of journalists was that the majority of comments

were stupid, irrelevant, abusive or nothing more than entertainment. Yet the content

analysis indicated that these types of comments were the exception rather than the rule.

This indicates that journalists’ attitudes toward readers remain somewhat aloof and

prejudiced. Other research supports this claim, with Chung observing that journalism

purists state that ‘‘raw comments are not the business we are in’’ (2007, 57), and Reich

suggesting that journalists view comments as ‘‘low quality’’ with ‘‘intolerable’’ standards of

expression (2011, 103). However, the content analysis results may also suggest that the

sample did not contain particularly controversial stories or topics that provoked an

extreme reaction from readers. It may also indicate that the comment complaint system is

working and abusive comments are being removed swiftly. Nonetheless the sample did

contain more than 1000 comments of which less than 10 per cent could be deemed

irrelevant or abusive. Yet the posting of abusive comments was the number one concern

of journalists and was raised by two-thirds (64 per cent) of the interviewees at both case

study sites.

Nevertheless, these results must be interpreted with caution as the value of

comments can be highly subjective and the usefulness to readers, journalists and the

wider public is arguably variable depending on their perceived purpose. As a tool for the

expression of opinion and interactivity between readers, the comment threads in this

study were largely successful. But whether these comments held value as a barometer of

public opinion, a forum for true public deliberation or indeed an informative source for

journalists remains questionable.

One misconception of journalists more clearly disproved by the content analysis was

that the same small group of people commented repeatedly on stories. The results

indicated that again this was the exception rather than the rule. The range of usernames

commenting on stories was diverse and largely indicated that different people
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commented on different stories, at different levels of complexity, depending on the

subject matter. This gives further support to the Interlocking Public theory put forward by

Kovach and Rosenstiel (2007). From the results of this study it appears that journalists

perpetuate the myth that ‘‘people are simply ignorant, or that other people are interested

in everything’’ (Kovach and Rosenstiel 2007, 24), but in reality people have diverse

interests and expertise and ‘‘the involved expert on one issue is the ignorant and

unconcerned member of the public on the other’’ (2007, 25).

The type of stories that readers commented on most frequently give some

indication of the level of sophistication of these posts and interactions. The majority of

most commented stories in this study were news stories rather than sport or

entertainment. Furthermore, the topic of these most commented on news stories were

largely hard news stories containing content about local government, crime and health

although when a quirky or humorous story was posted this did attract a large number of

comments. These results chime with Thurman and Walters’ (2012) recent study of live

blogs on the Guardian website which concluded that the format might increase readers’

interest in public affairs content and their inclination to participate. Yet it must be

acknowledged that entertaining stories also invoke high levels of comments, although

they are less interactive or advanced in content. This reflects the observations of

Shoemaker, Seo, and Johnson (2008) that news items about unusual events and public

welfare play a much bigger role when readers decide to send news items than when

journalists select events for news items. The public it seems like to be informed and

entertained and both are motivating factors for participation.

Conclusion

Journalists at these two case study sites strongly held the view that the system of

non-moderation of comments was damaging for the newspaper company brand,

concurring with the findings of Reich (2011) and Hermida and Thurman (2008) in their

international research. However, the extent to which this was the case may have been less

considerable than journalists and editors suggested, because of the number of ‘damaging’

comments being limited to a small percentage.

Despite the reservations made about comments and the challenges they brought

editorial staff, journalists agreed unanimously that the ability to comment should not be

removed. They all argued that the comments were an important democratic right and the

reward of an increase in online users outweighed the risks. As Reich’s study also reasoned,

journalists viewed readers’ comments as a ‘‘necessary evil’’ with both positive and

negative impacts (2011,103).

This paper provides additional empirical data to the limited but growing field of

research in audience participation, in particular online news comment threads. The

findings indicate that online readers are interacting with one another via comment threads

for a variety of reasons, thus enabling them to be exposed to a wider range of voices and

opinions than their offline counterparts. However, it is unclear whether this leads to

further political action or ultimately influences their voting decisions.

Overall the results at both case study sites were remarkably similar, indicating that

generalisations can be made about the habits of commenters on local newspaper

websites. Furthermore, the findings support some of the conclusions drawn by Reich
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(2011), Trice (2010) and Hermida and Thurman (2008) in their international research

studies. Since advocates of case study research (Flyvbjerg 2006; Gerring 2004; Yin 2003)

contest it is possible to generalise on the basis of one or a small number of cases, to

strengthen the findings of this paper further, similar studies would be appropriate to

enable a vigorous pattern of case studies to emerge within a national and international

framework. Such research could further utilise the systematic and objective approach of

content analysis which has proved an effective tool in international news website studies

(Anstead and O’Loughlin 2010; Trice 2010).

The two case studies in this research have highlighted changes in journalism but

also where the status quo is being maintained. As the industry goes through rapid

technological transformation it is important for research to keep abreast of the impacts on

journalism and journalists through continual analysis. This paper therefore aims to add to

the emerging field of case study research in this area whilst also acknowledging that it is

only the beginning of further, recurrent research.
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